THE CORAL ROOM
AFTERNOON TEA
1pm – 4pm
£35pp

SWEETS
SCHERZO

Tangerine cream on an orange and vanilla biscuit

TEA TONIQUE

Earl Grey and green tea jelly with green velvet sponge

ROSE SILENCE

Delicately scented rose and almond sponge topped with rose cream

OUD ECLAT

Rich and velvety dark chocolate mousse with spice liquid centre

SCONES
VANILLA AND LEMON V
GOLDEN RAISIN SCONES V

served with Devonshire clotted cream & Scottish raspberry jam

SAVOURIES
MARINATED CUCUMBER AND CREAM CHEESE V
on spinach bread

EGG AND CRESS MAYONNAISE V
on a colourful brioche bun

POACHED SALMON AND CRÈME FRAÎCHE
on farmhouse bread

BRIE AND PLUM TOMATO V
on tomato bread

CHAMPAGNE AFTERNOON TEA
including a glass of...

RATHFINNY CLASSIC CUVEE BRUT 2017, Sussex, England /£45 per person
PERRIER-JOUËT GRAND BRUT NV, Champagne, France /£50 per person
PERRIER-JOUËT BLASON ROSE NV, Champagne, France /£55 per person

Some of our dishes contain allergens. If you or a member of your party require further information relating to allergens, please ask your server for a copy of our allergens menu which
contains a full listing of our dishes, and itemises the allergenic ingredients of each where applicable.
A discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be added.

THE CORAL ROOM TEA SELECTION
from Rare Tea Company

BLACK TEA
ENGLISH BREAKFAST Makaibari Estate, Darjeeling, India and Satemwa Estate, Shire Highlands, Malawi
A traditionally British tea crafted for a unique depth of flavour. This tea combines the light floral nature of a Darjeeling with deeper,
maltier notes.
EARL GREY Satemwa Estate, Malawi and Reggio Calabria, Italy
Elegant black tea scented with pure Calabrian bergamot. A clean and exceptionally bright infusion with exhilarating citrus notes.
2ND FLUSH MUSCATEL Temi Estate, Sikkim, India
High in the Indian Himalayas, at the border with Darjeeling and Tibet lies the secret region of Sikkim. Not as famous as its
Darjeeling neighbours, but making a black tea of such delicious delicacy that makes the heart soar. This tea has a heady, floral aroma
with soft notes of muscatel rapes. Best enjoyed without milk.
SRI LANKAN HAND ROLLED Amba Estate, Ravanna Falls, Sri Lanka
Only a few precious kilos are produced each year due to the quality of the leaf required and the amount of craftsmanship entailed in
hand rolling the leaf. A uniquely sweet and delicate tea made with a great deal of devotion with a hint of honeysuckle. Best enjoyed
without milk.

GREEN TEA
CHINA GREEN LEAF TEA Fuding, Fujian Province, China
The leaves are fired in a wok over charcoal in the same way and in the same place they have been made for over 3000 years. Clean,
bright and remarkably delicate.
GENMAICHA Shizuoka, Japan
MoriuchiSencha with organic Japanese toasted brown rice. Rich, vegetal notes of buttery asparagus, with a popcorn like aroma and
flavour from the brown rice.

WHITE TEA
CHINA WHITE LEAF (WHITE PEONY) Fuding, Fujian Province, China
This subtle tea has a gentle sweetness with grassy notes & a delicate hint of apricot.
JASMINE SILVER TIP TEA Fuding, Fujian Province, China
The tea is not flavoured but carefully scented over six consecutive nights with fresh jasmine flowers. A deep and heady aroma with a
light and gentle flavour.

HERBAL INFUSIONS (CAFFEINE FREE)
WHOLE CHAMOMILE FLOWERS Slavonija & Podravin, Croatia
These delicate flowers are carefully dried and kept intact for a sweet and soft flavour. Clean and subtle, these flowers are also
wonderfully calming and, of course, caffeine free.
ENGLISH PEPPERMINT Tregothnan Estate, Cornwall, UK
A rare English peppermint grown in Cornwall in the 14th centuryfamily-run estate. Counter-intuitively, the menthol oils infuse more
easily from the dried leaf, giving a brighter, cleaner flavour than fresh
mint.
LEMON VERBENA Provence, France
Aloysiacitrodora or lemon verbena is originally from South America. It was brought to Europe by the Spanish in the 17th Century. A
pure
herb with a mellow lemon flavour, it makes a wonderful digestive.
WILD ROOIBOS Cederberg Mountains, South Africa
The real South African Red Bush. A richly delicious infusion with deep earthy notes, bright red berries and cedar. Can be beautifully
enhanced by the addition of honey or maple syrup and a twist of lemon zest.
SRI LANKAN LEMONGRASS Amba Estate, Ravanna Falls
This uniquely complex and full-bodied lemongrass is grown on a remote mountain tea garden above the Ravanna Falls, Sri Lanka.
A rich and exceptionally bright herbal infusion with grassy notes of
cut hay and lemon drops.

